
LOCATION: 

SYNOPSIS: 

OFFENSE(S): 

CITED: 

VEHICLE($): 

PRIMARY OFFICER: 

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT 
Officer E. Zimmel, #325 

1000 Block/8th Street South 

INCIDENT #2020-02158�(1) 

GRID/BEAT#: 21 

Traffic stop. Stop conducted on vehicle due to speeding violation. During 
the entire process female driver delayed the process by not following 
officers' requests and being argumentative. She was issued a Citation for 
the below listed charges. This report will be for documentation purposes 
only. 

M - No Proof of Insurance/Owner, 169.797.2 
PM - Exceed Speed Limit 44/30 Miles Per Hour Zone, 169.14.2(a)(1) 

Faith Monique Shields-Dixon 

-• white 2015 Chevy Tahoe 

Officer E. Zimmel, #325 

ASSISTING OFFICER(S): Officer K. Oldham, #305 
Officer M. Bischoff, #307 

DETAILS: 

1. On 08/15/2020, at 1609 hours, I was paired with Officer Oldham for FTO purposes as we were
patrolling southbound in the 1300 Block of au, Street South. During this time, I observed a
white SUV traveling northbound in the left lane at the 1500 Block of 8th Street South. I
observed the vehicle traveling at a high rate of speed, utilizing our vehicle radar and confirming
the vehicle was traveling at 44 miles per hour in a 30 miles per hour zone. I observed no other
vehicles in close proximity, as the northbound right hand lane was completely shut down due
to the area being under construction. We had turned around behind the vehicle, accelerating
our speed as the vehicle was able to gain distance. The vehicle had come to a stop at a red
light while in the northbound left lane at the 12th Avenue 8th Street South intersection.

2. Officer Oldham advised Dispatch of the stop location including the vehicle plate, as we waited
for the light to turn green allowing a safer area for contact. Officer Oldham had conducted a
traffic stop as I immediately observed the vehicle leave the northbound left lane entering the
southbound turn lane for eastbound travels which I became concerned, as the vehicle was
facing oncoming traffic. It did not appear the operator was aware of the situation as the vehicle
continued forward onto oncoming traffic in the turn lane and I utilized my PA system. I directed
the operator to pull over to the right side of the road, which would allow us to have a safer
contact. I did not observe the operator react as the vehicle had come to a stop in the turn lane
of oncoming traffic and I did not see any indication that the operator understood. I again
utilized my PA system requesting the operator to pull over to the right side of the road. After a
few moments, the vehicle proceeded forwarded indicating right signal back into the original left
northbound lane and stopping halfway into both turn and forward left lane. It did not appear
the operator understood as I again utilized my PA requesting the operator to pull over to the
right side of the road. Eventually, the operator understood my request traveling forward and
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LOCATION: 

SYNOPSIS: 

OFFENSE(S): 

CITED: 

VEHICLE(S): 

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT· 
- o'mcer I<. Oldham, #305 · 

1000 Block/8th Street South 

INCIDENT #2020-021589(1} 
' 

GRID/SEAT#: 21 

Traffic stop. I observed a vehicle traveling northbound at a high rate of 
speed. Radar indicated the vehicle was traveling 44 in a 30. I turned 
around and conducted a traffic stop at the 1000 Block of 8th Street South. 
Issued Citation for Speed 44 in a 30 and No Proof of Insurance. This 
report is for documentation purposes. 

PM - Exceed Speed Limit 44 in a 30 Miles Per Hour Zone, 169.14.2(a)(1) 
M - No Proof of Insurance by Owner, 169.797.2 

Faith Monique Shields-Dixon, 

PRIMARY OFFICER: 

-· white 2015 Chevrolet Tahoe

Officer K_ Oldham, #305

ASSISTING OFFICER(S): FTO E. Zimmel, #325 

DETAILS: 

-
Officer M. Bischoff, #307
Officer B. Kvam, #301 
Sergeant S. Kostohryz, #201

1. On August 15, 2020, at 1609 hours, I was �aired together with Officer Zimmel for FTO
purposes. We were driving southbound on 8 h Street South when we witnessed a vehicle
driving at a high rate of speed in the northbound lane. My radar indicated that the vehicle was 
traveling 44 miles per hour in a 30 miles per hour zone. 

2. I advised Dispatch of the traffic stop while the violator vehicle was stopped at a red light at the
intersection of 8th Street and 12th Avenue South. When the light turned green, I initiated my 
overhead lights at which time the violator vehicle traveled from the left lane into oncoming
traffic, stopping in the middle lane, failing to move over to the right side of the road. 

3. Officer Zimmel used the PA system to instruct the violator vehicle several times to move over
to the right side of the road. The driver struggled following directives to move from her original
stop location to the right side of the roadway. After complying with Officer Zimmel's 
instructions, officers approached the vehicle. The driver was immediately argumentative when 
she was informed of the reason for the sot She claimed that she was not speeding after I
informed her that my radar indicated that she was traveling 44 miles per hour in a 30 miles per 
hour zone. I asked the driver to provide her driver's license, registration, and proof of
insurance. Instead of giving me the requested documents, she used her phone to contact an 
individual to show up at the traffic stop as well as stream the traffic stop on Facebook Live. 
After repeatedly asking the driver for the documents listed above, she provided her driver's 
license and registration, but was unable to provide a valid proof of insurance. The driver was 
identified as Faith Monique Shields-Dixon. Faith continued to be argumentative by claiming
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